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“I am stunned, delighted, and moved by the seamless merging of 

meaning and music that unfolds throughout The Future Perfect: A 
Fugue. Whether made up of one sentence or a dozen, each section of 

this long, single work stands on its own, as self-sufficient as a painting 

in a museum, while contributing to the whole masterful gathering.

“This is an intricate work of decisive oscillation, of tender and careful 

attention shifting swiftly and precisely between the infinitesimal and 

the vast, and between one concrete reality and another, without ever 

losing its way:

         The house rages, but is not consumed. Ablaze, it stands as

         square and certain as a child’s drawing. In each window: 

         flames instead of curtains.

“Such sure-footed writing is astonishing. It would be an understatement 

to point out that the reader rarely encounters such piercing visionary 

states, with the author highly alert to sound and syllable, while focused 

on meaning:

         Is it disillusion or dissolution that one experiences first?

“Throughout, the author probes our capacity for perception: what do 

we see (the present), remember (the past), and imagine (the future)? 

And how do we understand them? What elevates the writing even more 

is the unmistakable passion and urgency pulsing throughout each of 

the poem’s sections, the deliberate and inspired choice of every word.”

      

— f r o m  t h e  j u d g e ’ s  c i t a t i o n  b y  j o h n  y a u



“The short poems in The Future Perfect: A Fugue trace an ambitious 

journey ‘through the viscosity of time’ from an amorphous beginning of 

life to a prospective end, including the lives of an individual, a species, 

and even a planet: ‘the mountain, upheaved in an instant, erodes slowly’ 

and ‘From Europa’s cracked crust, icy plumes vent. Worlds, unlimited, 

come into being and perish.’ But it is the fine-tuned language of the 

in-between, its specificity and haunting familiarity, that most holds our 

attention and admiration:

         What matters is the miscellany, the hodgepodge, the

         mishmash, unkempt days loosely stitched to the next,

         a hinge giving in to rust, to the slow passage of rust, or

         the mind at its usual unruly industry, as noisy as gravel

         in a zinc bucket.

“The scope of the collection is epic—dance is created, the Minotaur 

faces the maze, stone tools disappear, Thomas the Doubter touches the 

wound; and ultimately the future seems one of vanishing, both for the 

earth and for the individual: ‘the murmur of ink drying.’

“Everything is transitory; yet we watch the narrator visualize the here and 

now in bushes swamped in purple blossoms, a house on fire, an opaque 

sky, moons, pulses of rain, light in its many forms. Images appear and 

disappear, repeat and interweave as in a musical fugue, the impersonal 

voice questioning the simultaneity of what is happening, the unkempt 

past, memory itself. What is most moving for me is watching what the 

narrator calls the apparition of a body practicing presence. It is that 

hesitancy, that acknowledged effort— these poems.”

 — m a r t h a  r o n k
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How does memory slip through the viscosity of time? How does a 

subfloor support the weight of trauma, an archive of dreams, a cast iron 

tub overflowing? With a retrospective glance, one can see clearly the 

narrative’s broken sequence—mute bodies in motion, staggered by desire, 

more a dance than drama. In the scrubbed-out distance, a magpie, old 

emblem of confusion, calls out workbook phrases it learned in capitivity: 

a seductive hubbub, a sweet and oracular chatter.

Calling it a blue distilled from dusk does not change the fact that a shadow 

has no tangible content.

Wherever one walks, a cloud of gnats hovers head-high. Starlings break 

fast from a pear tree. Twilight lingers long above the tree line. A deer 

and fawn bed down beneath dark hemlocks. As the future approaches, a 

chained dog begins to whimper.
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From an excavated meteorite, hauled up on the shingled shore, a single 

frequency emanates. Distance defies clarity and cannot be fixed. It 

withdraws. No. It encroaches. There’s just enough light to reveal the 

dark interior of the icebergs gathered out there like the clustered notes 

of a chord.

How few stars to suggest the infinite?

The mountain, upheaved in an instant, erodes slowly. One watches the 

mountain move, watches the earth occlude the moon. Cold holds down 

clouds just above the tree line. The coyote’s movements are tracked and 

mapped. Now and then a loss of signal or glitch registers as a vanishing.
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As a giant in Eden, one is given the ornaments of grammar, the 

ornaments of wilderness. Beneath a hunter’s moon, one shelters in the 

cave of allegory. Back then, by which one means now, everything was 

in the public domain: zero, for instance, and the golden ratio. One is 

given the whiteness of salt, the whiteness that is sky. Is it disillusion or 

dissolution one experiences first?

What one said returned echoed: the fog stood still; the mountain moved.

Several days into the journey, lured by the horizon’s curve (and to 

enliven the plot), one emerges as a stowaway. At what depth will the 

light not penetrate? Bewitched, the compass needle points it one 

direction.
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In the wake of marks and traces, how to itemize the pandemonium? 

How to accommodate the allusion without a source—the washed-out 

silk of mirage, the wash on the line—and not botch the figures and 

sums? To say gesture is to evoke a body involved in the making. Has the 

dance begun before the dancers move?

Sometimes one’s convinced one’s seen a ghost. One feels faint and for 

a moment vision blurs. A bit of gold leaf snagged on an acacia shimmers 

at a high frequency in the breeze. Such quickened enthusiasms! Such 

transport! The dizzying quiver and flux soon pass. The search is never 

for fire—all motion and efficiency—but for a contraption impregnated 

by light.

What matters is the miscellany, the hodgepodge, the mishmash, 

unkempt days loosely stitched to the next, a hinge giving in to rust, to 

the slow passage of rust, or the mind at its usual unruly industry, as 

noisy as gravel in a zinc bucket, a medley, a potpourri, a salmagundi, 

the moon mistaken for a blossom in a mistaken translation of a Chinese 

poem, the mélange, the welter, the motley muddle, the train as it 

approaches the station trailing smoke—an amalgam of combustible 

cinders, an alloy of smudge and ash. One could lose sleep making sense 

of the grab bag of all the this and the that, the hash, the rehash, the 


